Dermatopathology update.
This past year has seen a wealth of new developments in dermatopathology that appear to herald the dawning of a new era. Advances in molecular biology and the simplification of techniques have put molecular tests within reach of routine clinical practice and led to a radical change in our approach to lesions such as melanoma; in the future, the genetic characterization of these lesions will be an essential requirement for establishing diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy. Technological innovations have also reached dermatology departments: the introduction of ultrasound scans has propitiated the use of fine-needle aspiration cytology, which allows samples to be stained and studied immediately, thereby facilitating diagnosis of superficial and lymph-node lesions, and allowing staging of tumors such as melanoma. Targeted cancer therapies have led to the introduction of more sensitive and specific systems for identifying new targets, have reawakened interest in forgotten diseases such as aggressive basal cell carcinoma, and have led to dermatological reactions that, together with those caused by biologic drugs, we are just beginning to recognize. Consolidated techniques such as immunohistochemistry continue to advance with the addition of new antibodies that contribute considerably to improved diagnosis. New clinicopathologic diseases have also been described or characterized this year, including 2 new types of melanoma, and progress has been made in our knowledge of other diseases, such as primary cutaneous CD4(+) small/medium-sized pleomorphic T-cell lymphoma. These topics, together with new developments in adnexal tumors, alopecia, and other lesions, will be discussed in this review.